Abstract: Mode coupling is studied comprehensively in a proposed metal-clad microcapillary cavity, which is an optofluidic capillary with two silver films coated on both surfaces of the silica wall. The dispersion relations of resonant wavelength dependencies on wall thickness of silica microcapillary and surrounding medium index are calculated, and different types of mode coupling are observed clearly. Besides the reported traditional mode coupling, double anticrossing coupling involving two plasmonic modes and one photonic mode is achieved in a single cavity for the first time. Also, Q factors and field distributions of coupled modes are calculated, manifesting that the coupled modes are the high Q factor hybrid modes. The field evolutions of coupled modes are interpreted well by the effective potential approach. The coupled modes in such a metal-clad microcapillary could find some interesting applications requiring both the high Q factor and the high field enhancement factor.
Introduction
Optical whispering gallery microcavities with small mode volume and ultrahigh quality factor have gained considerable interests in recent decades [1] - [3] , leading to many important applications including low threshold laser [4] , [5] , high resolution biochemical sensor [4] , [6] and on-chip integration [7] , [8] . At the same time a variety of plasmonic resonators were proposed and studied intensively to achieve plasmonic resonance with ultrasmall mode volume, but quite low Q factor [9] , [10] . However, metal coated microcavities, with metal film coated on the surface of dielectric microcavities, could bring about the interaction of WG modes and surface plasmonic modes, resulting in high quality factor hybrid photon-plasmon modes, when these modes have the approximate effective mode indices [11] - [14] . Until now, only single anti-crossing coupling between two modes, one plasmonic mode and one WG mode, has been observed and investigated in metal coated microspheres [15] and plasmonic microbubbles [16] . Such a mode coupling in the metal coated microcavity is due to that plasmonic mode has a special dispersion curve opposite to photonic modes. The supermode combining plasmonic mode and photonic mode possesses both high Q factor and high field enhancement factor, which makes it potential for many interesting applications requiring both high Q factor and field enhancement factor, such as biochemical sensor and nonlinear effect. But strong double anti-crossing coupling has not been reported in a single cavity, which is, however, of importance for the understanding the evolution of photon-plasmon modes in a plasmonic cavity and many interesting applications.
Here, in this paper, we will study comprehensively all different kinds of photonic/plasmonic mode coupling, especially plasmonic/photonic/plasmonic three-mode coupling, in a single metal-clad microcapillary (MCM), which is the microcylinder cavity with two metal films coated on both surfaces of silica microcapillary. In this cavity, photonic modes can be supported in microcapillary wall, and plasmonic modes can be generated on the surfaces of two metal films. The dispersion curves of resonant wavelength dependences of different modes on wall thickness of silica microcapillary and surrounding medium index are calculated for this MCM cavity. In the dispersion curves, different types of mode coupling can be observed clearly, and all these mode couplings are due to abnormal dispersion property of plasmonic mode, totally opposite to the photonic modes. Besides the low order two-mode coupling reported before, high order plasmonic/photonic/plasmonic three-mode coupling is observed for the first time, where two SPP modes and one photonic mode are involved. This high order coupled mode can have more advantages than low order coupled mode, such as more power fraction on the cavity surfaces, which may bring stronger light-matter interaction. Also, the field distributions and Q factors of two different coupled modes are calculated simultaneously, manifesting that the coupled modes are the high Q factor hybrid plasmonic/photonic modes. And the field evolution of coupled mode is interpreted well by an effective potential approach. Above all, arbitrary manipulation of strong coupling between plasmonic modes and photonic modes pave a way for the study of enhanced light-matter interactions and potential sensing applications.
Proposed MCM Structure
The proposed plasmonic MCM is shown in Fig. 1(a) . It consists of a silica microcapillary and two silver films coated on the inner and outer surfaces of the microcapillary. R and d are the outer radius and wall thickness of silica microcapillary, t in and t out are the thicknesses of inner and outer metal films, respectively. MCM is surrounded by the inner and outer dielectric media, and the refractive indices of these inner and outer media are denoted as n in and n out respectively. In the following study, t in and t out are both fixed at 60 nm, R is set as 71.2 μm, which doesn't lose the research generality. At room temperature, the permittivities of silica and silver are ε 1 = 1.4565 2 [17] and ε 2 = (0.052225 + 4.4094 i ) 2 [18] in the 650 nm band, respectively. The parameters d, n in and n out can be varied to investigate the modal evolutions.
Results and Discussions
Firstly, we present the typical modes that are far away from strong mode coupling in MCMs. In this paper, Finite Element Method (COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5a) is used to simulate the mode properties, such as resonant wavelengths, Q factors and field distributions of different modes in the proposed cavity [19] . Fig. 1(b) -(g) show field intensity distributions of the typical modes in a specific MCM, of which silica wall thickness d is fixed at 3.5 μm and the refractive indices of both inner and outer media are the same 1.33. Their radial field profiles in white lines are overlaid on Fig. 1(b) -(g). As shown in Fig. 1(b) , TM1 mode in a MCM is actually a weakly hybrid plasmonphoton mode in the metal-clad microcavity. For these TM modes, their most energy is confined in the silica wall, and only little energy is localized near the surfaces of metal film (the outer metal film shown in Fig. 1(a) ). By contrast, in Fig. 1(c) , TE1 mode has almost no energy near the metal film surfaces, which is similar to TE1 mode in pure dielectric microcapillary. In this paper, TM and TE modes are characterized by an optical electric field perpendicular and parallel to the microcapillary axis, respectively. Fig. 1 (d) and (e) are two types of SPP modes, symmetric mode (SPPs mode) and asymmetric mode (SPPa mode), localized near the two surfaces of the outer metal film. We name these two plasmonic modes as EX-SPPs mode and EX-SPPa mode respectively. The prefix EX denotes that the mode is localized on an outer metal film. EX-SPPs mode has the same sign of amplitude on both surfaces of the metal film, so it is named as a symmetric mode. Similarly, EX-SPPa mode has the opposite signs of amplitude on two sides of the metal film, so named as an asymmetric mode. The peak amplitude of EX-SPPs mode is on the outer surface, while that of EX-SPPa mode is on the inner surface, these two SPP modes have inherently different properties, especially on their dispersion curves or effective indices [15] . Similarly the modes shown in Fig. 1 (f) and (g) are the plasmonic modes, IN-SPPs mode and IN-SPPa mode, localized on the inner metal film.
Next, to better understand the modal evolutions in MCMs, we now investigate the modal dispersion relations and field spatial distributions. Here the inner and outer surrounding media have the same index of 1.33 and the wall thickness d is varied from 0.8 μm to 3.5 μm. In all the below calculations, only SPPs modes and TM modes are considered because these two kinds of resonant modes can couple with each other in our calculated range. And SPPa modes and TE modes are omitted. The resonant wavelength dependences of TM modes and SPPs modes (azimuthal mode number M = 956) on silica wall thickness d is plotted in Fig. 2(a) . As shown in Fig. 2(a) , outside of mode coupling (drawn in red lines), the resonant wavelengths of TM modes increase with wall thickness d, showing a normal dispersion. For example, TM2 mode is firstly generated at its threshold wall thickness of ∼1.1 μm. Its resonant wavelength increases quickly with d from ∼1.1 μm to ∼2.2 μm, then increases slowly and finally keeps almost constant with d greater than ∼2.8 μm. This is because the resonant wavelength is mainly affected by wall thickness d for a thin wall microcavity, but by outer diameter (fixed in our calculation) for a thick wall microcavity. This can be well explained by effective potential approach [20] . But opposite to TM modes, the resonant wavelength of INSPPs plasmonic mode decreases almost linearly with d and that of EX-SPPs mode keeps nearly constant, showing an abnormal dispersion. This is due to that the resonant wavelengths of two SPPs plasmonic modes are nearly linear with the radii of metal films, fixed outer radius (R + t out ) of outer metal film for EX-SPPs mode and variable inner radius (R − d − t in ) of inner metal film for IN-SPPs mode. Moreover, most important of all, many anti-crossing couplings between EXor IN-SPPs modes and TM modes are achieved and highlighted in Fig. 2(a) with red lines when these modes have approximately equal resonant wavelengths. Due to their different dispersion properties, the dispersion curve of SPPs mode can meet with that of TM modes at an appropriate d. As shown in Fig. 2(a) , EX-SPPs (green line) couples with TM1 and TM2 modes successively when d is around 1.3 μm and 2.5 μm. IN-SPPs mode (dark cyan line) couples with TM1, TM2 and TM3 modes successively when d is at the proximity of 1.1 μm, 1.7 μm and 2.2 μm. Such the mode couplings will produce hybrid plasmonic/photonic modes or 2nd order supermodes involving two fundamental modes. Q factors and field distributions of these supermodes will be discussed in detail below. In Fig. 2(a) , both IN-and EX-SPPs mode couple with higher order TM4 mode can be predicted well. Actually, EX-SPPs, TM1 and IN-SPPs modes couple with each other to produce double anti-crossing when d is around 1.2 μm. Double anti-crossing coupling will be discussed in detail below.
Meanwhile, Q factors of SPPs modes and TM modes are depicted in Fig. 2(b) . Outside of coupling region, Q factors of photonic modes increase to nearly 10 4 with the increase of d, and are much larger than those of SPPs modes. Successive crossings of Q factor indicate that EX-SPPs or IN-SPPs mode strongly couples with different photonic modes in sequence with the increase of d. In coupling range, Q factors of these supermodes change dramatically due to intense energy exchange between photonic modes and plasmonic modes. And their Q factors are enhanced greatly due to mode coupling, compared with pure plasmonic modes.
Both the anti-crossing of the resonant wavelengths and crossing of Q factors indicate strong mode coupling between photonic modes and plasmonic modes. To further study field distributions of the supermodes, the anti-crossing curves of their resonant wavelengths surrounded with dashed box in Fig. 2(a) are specifically illustrated in Fig. 3 . The insets are their typical field distributions of TM2/EX-SPPs coupled supermodes at three different thicknesses of silica wall. As shown in Fig. 3 , a pair of dispersion curves is produced due to TM2/EX-SPPs mode coupling in the coupling range, and the supermode fields are the field combinations of EX-SPPs plasmonic mode and TM2 photonic mode. But the supermode on each branch has totally different mode distributions from each other. The field on the top branch is a symmetric supermode, and will evolve from a plasmonic-like mode to a photonic-like mode; while the field on the bottom branch is an asymmetric supermode, and will evolve from a photonic-like mode to a plasmonic-like mode when silica wall thickness increases. When d = 2.5 μm, the effective mode indices difference of two supermodes is about 0.0063, so the coupling coefficient between TM2 mode and EX-SPPs mode in this MCM is derived as |κ| = 2.6 × 10 3 μm −1 [21] . Also two supermodes at d = 2.5 μm have nearly equal energy distribution in silica wall and outside of outer metal film. So far we have manifested that the 2nd order coupled modes in MCM are high Q factor hybrid plasmonic/photonic modes, and could be used in many important applications requiring both high Q factor and high field enhancement factor. The field evolution/transition of the supermode in Fig. 3 can be interpreted by the effective potential approach. The effective potential approach provides good physical insight into many properties of the eigenmodes of optical resonance that appear as quasibound states of light [14] , [22] . We write radial wave equation in a non-standard form similar to Schrödinger equation as: ∇ 2 r ψ(r ) + V eff (r )ψ(r ) = E ψ(r ), where E = k 2 is the total energy and ψ(r ) is a position probability function of a photon [23] . The effective potential is given by V eff (r ) = k
, where ε(r ) is the permittivity distribution along radial direction, M is azimuthal mode number, and n eff is the effective index of resonant mode. We plot the effective potential functions V eff (r )/k 2 (azimuthal mode number M = 956) and field intensity distributions along the radial direction of TM2/EX-SPPs coupled modes at different wall thicknesses d of the MCM in Fig. 4 . As shown in Fig. 4 , the field of symmetric mode (left column) transfers from interior of silica wall to outside of outer metal film when wall thickness decreases from (a) d = 2.8 μm to (b) d = 2.5 μm and (c) d = 2.2 μm. In contrast, the field of asymmetric mode (right column) transfers from outside of outer metal film to interior of silica wall when wall thickness decreases from (d) d = 2.8 μm to (e) d = 2.5 μm and (f) d = 2.2 μm. For the symmetric mode, it is a photonic-like mode at d = 2.8 μm, photons mainly concentrate inside silica wall. With the decrease of d, both the total energy and kinetic energy of confined photons in silica wall become higher [20] , more photons can tunnel out through the potential barrier of outer metal film. Eventually it evolves to a plasmonic-like mode at d = 2.2 μm. But for the asymmetric mode, it has opposite transition to the symmetric mode. It is a plasmonic-like mode at d = 2.8 μm, and its photons mainly concentrate on outer surface of outer metal film. Because the kinetic energy of confined SPP photons becomes larger with the decrease of d, photons will tunnel into silica wall with lower potential well. So it evolves to a photonic-like mode at d = 2.2 μm eventually.
We have studied the hybrid coupled mode between one photonic mode and one plasmonic mode on either metal film in MCM cavity. Now we explore tunable double anti-crossing or high order mode coupling between two SPPs modes and one TM mode in a single MCM cavity. Double anti-crossing phenomenon has been observed in a few photonic molecule systems, which needs some rigidly customized cavities and/or precise temperature controls [24] . However, double anti-crossing effect has not been reported so far in a single microcavity. In our calculation, double anti-crossing effect is observed in a single resonator for the first time. As shown in Fig. 2(a) , strong mode anti-crossing has been generated between EX-SPPs mode and TM2 mode when d was around 2.5 μm. To achieve double anti-crossing, we fix d at 2.5 μm and then change the refractive index of inner surrounding medium, such as liquid core, from 1.33 to 1.42. The resonant wavelength and Q factor dependences on inner core index are calculated in Fig. 5 . As shown in Fig. 5(a) , outside of coupling range, the resonant wavelengths of TM1 mode (blue line), TM3 mode (violet line) and TM2/EX-SPPs supermodes (red line) keep almost constant when the refractive index of liquid core is changed. That is, the resonant wavelengths of these modes are almost insensitive to a change of core index because their fields hardly penetrate into core medium, as shown in Fig. 3 or Fig. 1 . But the resonant wavelength of IN-SPPs mode increases almost linearly with core index because most of its energy is in the liquid core, as shown in Fig. 1(f) . Therefore, through changing the core index to around 1.381, when IN-SPPs, TM2 and EX-SPPs modes have approximately equal resonant wavelengths, double anti-crossing can be formed in a single MCM cavity, which is highlighted with pink lines in Fig. 5(a) . Compared to other high order coupling methods, our MCM method is not only very simple but easily tunable, which is more advantageous than other methods. In Fig. 5(b) , there are two crossings at n in ∼ 1.378 and ∼1.384 in the Q factor curves of supermodes, indicating this mode coupling is truly the double anti-crossing. Compared to single anti-crossing, double anti-crossing has lower Q factor because of additional loss of IN-SPPs mode, but still higher than pure SPPs mode. When n in is around 1.381, one supermode has the lowest Q factor because it is almost the pure hybrid plasmonic mode, which will be discussed in Fig. 6 .
Besides, as shown in curves verify such the mode coupling. This mode coupling has been investigated comprehensively above, so we will not detail it again.
Finally the field distributions of double anti-crossing coupling in the dashed box of Fig. 5 (a) are calculated in Fig. 6 . This coupling can be regarded as the coupling between IN-SPPs mode and EX-SPPs/TM2 supermode, but is essentially the mutual coupling between three modes of IN-SPPs, TM2 and EX-SPPs modes. The generated coupled mode is hybrid plasmonic/photonic/plasmonic mode or 3rd order supermode, involving two plasmonic modes and one photonic mode. Due to double anti-crossing, there are three branches of dispersion curves for this high order supermode. These three branches have different field distributions. As shown in Fig. 6 , the top branch is mainly the coupled mode between a symmetric TM2/EX-SPPs supermode and IN-SPPs mode, and its mode evolves from a symmetric TM2/EX-SPPs supermode to an IN-SPPs mode with the increase of MCM core index. Similar to the top branch, the bottom branch is the coupled mode between an asymmetric TM2/EX-SPPs supermode and an IN-SPPs mode, and its mode evolves from an IN-SPPs mode to an asymmetric TM2/EX-SPPs supermode with the increase of core index. But different to the top and bottom branches, the middle branch is the coupled mode between an asymmetric TM2/EX-SPPs supermode and an IN-SPPs mode with core index lower than 1.378, then between a symmetric, an asymmetric supermode and an IN-SPPs modes within core index range (1.378, 1.384), and finally between a symmetric TM2/EX-SPPs supermode and IN-SPPs mode with core index larger than 1.384. These field evolutions of 3rd order supermodes can also be interpreted by the effective potential approach above. Especially, at n in ∼ 1.381, the supermode on the middle branch distributes almost all its energy on both SPPs modes, no energy on TM2 mode, so it has the lowest Q factor as the same as the pure SPP mode, as illustrated in Fig. 5(b) .
Tunable double anti-crossing can also be formed by changing outer media index n out . For example, if we fix d at 2.2 μm and n in at 1.33, then reduce n out to around 1.286, double anti-crossing phenomenon can also be observed in the proposed MCM. Further, when we increase n in and n out simultaneously, resonant wavelength of double anti-crossing coupling could red shift over a free spectral range. So tunable double anti-crossing at any wavelength could be expected in the MCM. Moreover, multiple anti-crossing may be expected in a single MCM composed of multiple layers of metal film. Such the coupled mode is the high Q factor hybrid plasmonic-photonic mode, possessing both high Q factor and high field enhancement factor, and will find many important applications, such as biochemical sensor.
Conclusion
In summary, we have studied mode couplings between plasmonic and photonic modes in a novel MCM plasmonic microcavity. Through the calculations of the dispersion relations, Q factors and field distributions, different types of mode coupling can be observed in the proposed MCM cavity. Besides the traditional mode coupling between one plasmonic mode and one photonic mode, tunable double anti-crossing coupling between two plasmonic modes and one photonic mode is formed for the first time in a single cavity. The coupled mode is the high Q factor hybrid plasmonic/photonic mode, which may find the applications requiring both high Q factor and high field enhancement, such as biochemical sensing.
